
     

 

PRESS RELEASE  

 

 THE MIGHTY “VEGESAURS” HEAD TO CBEEBIES  
 

 

Munich, 13 September 2022: Studio 100 Media, one of the leading 

independent studios for kids & family entertainment, has signed an 

agreement with the BBC for the CGI, comedy-adventure series ‘Vegesaurs’.  

 

Produced by independent Australian producer Cheeky Little Media in 

association with the Australian Broadcasting Company (ABC), France TV and 

Studio 100, the mighty ‘Vegesaurs’ (20 x 5’) will make their debut on CBeebies 

and BBC iPlayer later this year.  

 

Based on a concept created by Gary Eck and Nick O’Sullivan and targeted at 

upper preschoolers, the series is a fresh take on the dinosaur genre with unique 

vegetable and fruit-shaped characters which can only be found in this show. 

 

Vegesaurs are the juiciest and crunchiest creatures ever to rule the planet in a 

colourful prehistoric era. The young Tricarrotops Ginger lives in Vegesaur Valley, 

a little garden of Eden bathed in sunlight with nutrient-rich soil, lush vegetation 

and even temperatures… A perfect patch that a rich ecosystem of the 

Vegesaurs call home. Each episode is a standalone mini-adventure driven by 

Ginger and her friends, the baby Pea-Rexes. The stories lean into relatable 

themes for upper preschoolers like, sharing, friendships and play. 

 

Martin Krieger, CEO at Studio 100 Media, comments, “We are thrilled to be 

partnering with CBeebies for this amazing series and that they share our 

enthusiasm for these outstanding and fun characters. This collaboration 

underlines the quality of the show, and the BBC is the perfect partner to deliver 

‘Vegesaurs’ to kids in the UK. We are also excited to announce a number of 

additional partners very soon.” 

 

 

About Studio 100 Media 

Studio 100 Media is an internationally active production and distribution company for high-quality children’s and family 

entertainment. Among the well-known brands under Studio 100 Media’s umbrella are "Maya the Bee", "Mia and me", 

"Heidi", "Vic the Viking" and “100% Wolf”. The company is a subsidiary of the Belgian Studio 100 Group and has an 

extensive program portfolio, develops and produces new animated series and feature films and distributes them 

worldwide. Other business areas include international licensing of brand rights, the home entertainment label Studio 

100, the company’s pay TV channel Junior and its animation studio Studio Isar Animation founded in 2018. Within the 

Studio 100 Group, Studio 100 Media brands also have a home in eight theme parks - in Belgium, the Czech Republic, 

Germany, the Netherlands and Poland. Studio 100 is one of the largest independent European companies for kids and 

family entertainment. www.studio100group.com 

 

 

 

http://www.studio100group.com/
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Contact for Media 

 

Joe Hofer 

Manager Corporate Communications & Events 

Studio 100 Media (GSA) 

Phone: +49 (0)89 960855-286 

E-Mail: Josef.Hofer@studio100media.com 

For international press issues: 

Devika Patel 

DP-PR 

Phone: +44 (0)7773 324 159 

Email: devika@dp-pr.com  
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